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Overview
This presentation sets out key learnings from the King Island,
Flinders Island and other projects
Subjects are very varied, grouped using project lifecycle:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of existing system, current equipment status
What are your objectives, understanding potential solutions
Off-grid is very different to on grid, limited supplier understanding
Connection and grid issues, fault current, protection
Control systems
BESS and inverter based generation
O&M and importance of operators to success
Match solution to local capability, implementation capability, O&M,
Implementation issues

Understand the existing system
•

What assets? Operational status? Maintenance history?

•

Are drawings up to date? (source of safety risk and cost increases)

•

Power grid, capacity, state of repair, protection arrangements

•

Generation profile (daily, annually)

•

Load profile, unmet demand, growth potential, DSM opportunities

Understand these and work out what you want to change or improve
•

Reduce diesel spend? Higher RE use?

•

Safer system? More reliable system?

Devise potential solutions
Other presentations have covered pre-feasibility and feasibility stages but main
points are:
• Importance of planning for the whole system
• Plan for expansion and future upgrades (spare circuit breakers etc.)
• Technology is becoming cheaper, opportunities may open up in future
• Be wary of being locked into a supplier’s technology, particularly control
• Involve the people who will run the system in planning new work
• Take O&M into account right from the start

On grid ≠ Off grid
• Isolated systems are very different to large inter-connected grids
• Isolated grids typically have less inertia and “skinnier” distribution
systems requiring high fault current capability
• Levels of variability of load and generation are far greater in a small
system
• King Island wind generation varies
by 50% of system load in 1 second!
• That level of variability never seen
in a large grid system
• Most equipment is not designed to
handle that level of variability,
requires carefully specification

On grid ≠ Off grid
•
•
•
•
•

Off grid projects are a small market segment
Most manufacturers have experience in on-grid applications
Experience in on-grid is not representative of off-grid performance
Support in remote areas may not be available
Other aspects e.g. equipment self-diagnosing and shutting down
without warning (WTG cable unwinding, battery refresh charge) doesn’t
matter on grid but in a small system causes real stability problems.
• OEM don’t necessarily understand questions or have requisite
experience to answer them
• Emerging issue where OEMs are seeking internet access to their
equipment to monitor performance, but this conflicts with grid security
regulations

Grid connection
• High voltage grids require ancillary services to keep them safe, reliable and
stable
• Fault current is not always understood but is vital to proper operation of
protection systems
• Inertia is very important to system
stability and surviving faults
and system events
• The DUPS units used by Hydro
Tasmania provide inertia, fault
current and reactive power
• Maintenance is the same as a
Conventional diesel generator

Grid connection 2
• Inverters (BESS and solar) offers energy balance
but not grid support
• Can use inverters to provide reactive power (e.g.
Q at night)
• “Fault ride through” not sufficient, need
continuous generation
• Inverters stay synchronised but don’t generate
• Fault ride makes problem worse
• Cascading grid failure if no other generation
• With frequency dips, inertia slows frequency dips
• “Synthetic inertia” is of very limited practical use

PV inverter and weather
station, Coober Pedy

Grid connection 3
• Grade protection systems very
carefully
• Ensure fault current to make
protection devices work
• String inverters OK, daisychained communications and
OEM string controllers are
problematic
• Ensure earthing is understood, if
you run diesel-off, make sure the
system has a voltage reference /
star point

1MVA centralised Solar PV inverter at Coober
Pedy

Ensuring common connection
approach
• Ability to integrate new equipment with existing equipment is crucial
• Example of diesel control, older systems use analog load share lines
• Newer systems may use an integrated “black box” controller that uses
ethernet comms, incompatible with load share lines
• May have to upgrade controllers on existing equipment
• So even interfacing different types of diesel generator can be difficult
• Integrating diesel with wind, solar, battery is fraught with difficulty
unless carefully planned and equipment clearly specified
• An integrated control system is the only practical way to go

Control Systems
•

A good control system will give much greater
visibility, control and levels of information to
operators
• Greater understanding of what is going on in
the system
• Integrated alarm and paging systems
• Ability to capture data from system events
• OEMs offer their own controllers but they
aren’t designed to interface with other
equipment
• Ensure as a minimum that standard
communications protocols such as modbus are
specified

Upgraded diesel control panel
with Comap control gear

Control systems 2
•
•
•
•
•

May give visibility of pre-existing issues that operators are unaware of or
working round
Training of operators in the new control system is absolutely vital
Good documentation, comprehensive manuals also necessary
Provide support for initial period of operation to upskill operators and
develop capability and build confidence
If operators run into problems or things are unreliable, they will just go
back to diesel

Information for operators

This control screen at King Island gives the operators a summary of the
system and allows drill down to detailed screens for each system element

Batteries
Everyone wants a battery, sometimes not sure why

Essential to understand what the battery is to do, what value it adds
Block shifting solar generation for use at night is the most obvious but least cost
effective use for a battery
Cycling batteries from low to high state of charge wears the cells out
Shorter life = early cell replacement = high lifecycle cost
OEM throughput warranty in GWh will set battery life, not period of years

Advanced lead acid battery at King Island. Large battery in a large shed. Large heavy cells meant wide aisles
for access of mechanical handling equipment

Batteries 2
Battery economics: 5GWh throughput warranty,
cell replacement cost of $1,000,000 gives an
equivalent generation cost of $200 / MWh, may be
more expensive than diesel
Other uses more cost effective:
• management of variability of renewables
• managing system reserve
• optimising connection point throughput to
lower connection charges
Speed of inverter response needs to be high to
manage renewable variability
Dynamic nature of battery spec, battery is bigger
(MWh) for slow charge and discharge
Little experience in long term use of batteries yet,
life claims based on accelerated ageing tests
Containerised Lithium Titanate
battery at Coober Pedy

Batteries 3
• Many different cell chemistries and
technologies
• VRB experience, bleeding edge technology
• Very bulky, manufacturer claims not proven
in practice
• Other manufacturers didn’t understand
what happened when their battery sat idle
for periods when no RE to regulate, large effect on performance
• Think about battery disposal, little information about recycling
• Li Ion very popular due to compact size but many different types of Li Ion
chemistry (20+ types) all have different characteristics,
• Do you actually need a battery anyway? Balancing generation mixes and
use of DSM may mean they may not add much value
• Make sure you understand the value the battery adds.

O&M
• When specifying or selecting equipment, think about O&M
• Understand existing level of O&M capability, what level of local support,
is supplier represented to provide spares and support or repair in timely
and cost effective manner
• Upskill operators to do as much as possible themselves
• If operators understand equipment and “own” it they will get the most
out of it, if not it will be operated sub optimally or switched off – bad
return on project investment
• Involve operational team in scoping and reviewing design of project,
they will have to live with it afterwards
• Provide design support to operators in first few months of operation,
train, re-train, answer questions

Operators involved in design
• Containerised Diesel UPS at
factory test in Tasmania.
• Operators with experience in
using the King Island units
heavily involved in design.
• Excellent maintenance access.
• Ability to do all except the
most major overhauls on site.
• Containerised design allows
shipment by normal
international shipping
services.
• Modular design means can be
assembled in factory
conditions and tested before
shipping to remote area.

Understand local capability
• Remote places probably have limitations on capability
• E.G availability of licenced crane, experienced trades people, concrete
batching, shipping limitations on wharves
• Consider these when working out design of solution
• E.G. containerised equipment fabricated and tested off site is typically
less costly and better quality than work done on site
• Constructing buildings at operational power stations likely to be very
disruptive, safety risks
• Best to involve local businesses and
tradesmen where available and suitable,
better buy in from the local community

The Flinders Island ferry, limited size
of equipment that could be delivered

Buildings vs. modular

Buildings can be designed to suit, long lasting
But very expensive, time consuming, need
extensive local capability, size to suit

Containers allow equipment to be installed
and tested in factory conditions, easy to
deploy but very cramped, likely to require
maintenance / repainting

Flinders Island modular enablers

Contractors
• Many contractors don’t understand working in remote areas
• Requires contractor to plan but mostly they don’t, even when told to
• Major source of delays when equipment not delivered, services or plant
not available locally, can’t drive down to the supplier for a box of nuts
and bolts
• Set things out in tender documents, emphasise in negotiations, review
documentation – and they’ll still get it wrong!
• Monitor progress closely, escalate issues early
• Don’t be afraid to rely on in-house skills, there will be much valuable
local knowledge and people will buy in to the results more

Questions?

Thank you for your attention.

Any questions?

